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Descriptor: The Arab Spring has strong relevance and link to the theme, People and
Power. The Arab Spring's origin, revolutions and the cascade of consequences that
followed were all the result of the people utilizing their power to overcome their
oppressors and reach for their aspirations of democracy and equality.

“The revolutions of the Arab Spring happened because people realised that they were
the power.”1
These are the words of Mohammed Morsi, the first democratically elected president of
Egypt2. These words could not have been more accurate in demonstrating how the
people of the Arab Spring had caused an array of changes, impacts and effects on not
only on a regional scale but on a global scale. Prior to the events of the Arab Spring
which was before December 2010, dictatorships and power-hungry tyrants had
oppressed the Arab people. When referring to the countries of the Arab
Spring/Region/World I refer to these countries: Tunisia, Algeria, Jordan, Oman, Egypt,
Yemen, Djibouti, Sudan, Iraq, Bahrain, Libya, Lebanon, Turkey, Kuwait, Morocco,
Mauritania, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Iran.3 With corruption and coercion from
governments rampant across these countries, the people had decided that this shall be
no more. The people had chosen to use their power to achieve their aspirations of
democracy and equality. The power of the people was utilised for their own bettering.
Many factors contributed to the start of the Arab Spring. Firstly, the dire economic crisis
in the Arab World had fuelled the revolutions and protests of the Arab Spring. Secondly,
as mentioned earlier, the increasing oppression of the people. Many citizens had faced
extreme economic hardship and poverty whilst the ruling party or dictator had lived a life
of luxury; clearly at the expense of the people. For example, 24.3% of young adults in
Egypt were unemployed because of poor governmental action to solve this crisis.4
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Economies in the Arab World were failing mainly due to their incompetent leadership.
Authorities in various countries in the Arab World such as Tunisia were corrupt and often
abused their power against innocent civilians. The Arab Spring was also fuelled by
social media and its effects on how fast the Arab Spring spread. Thirdly, the use of
Twitter and other forms of social media to spread the message of these revolutions had
global impacts; it had helped many revolutions succeed. It was shown that over 10,000
tweets a day were made about Mohamed Bouazizi, the martyr who had sparked the
revolution, before the Tunisian Revolution’s end two months later where it had reduced
to 1000 tweets a day.5 Thus, showing how the causes of the Arab Spring triggered a
spark that led to the people’s resistance.
The Arab Spring had started inside the small north African nation of Tunisia. A street
vendor by the name Mohamed Bouazizi had his cart confiscated by authorities; their
reasoning was that his business was not licensed. In response, Mohammed Bouazizi
had immolated himself in front of a government building in December 2010. This marked
the start of the Arab Spring; Bouazizi’s actions had led to a series of protests and
uprisings in Tunisia6. These grassroots movements spread to other countries involved
in the Arab Spring because of two fundamental factors, the economic hardship, and
corruption prevalent throughout the Arab World. The use of social media helped these
movements to spread and strengthen7. Yet these grassroots movements had various
effects and degrees of success in various countries across the Arab Spring. For
example, in countries such as Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Iran, the people’s protests and
movements were silenced by the military and other authorities.8 In other countries such
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as Syria and Yemen, the conflict is still present and has resulted in civil wars and national
instability.9 The Arab Spring’s origin has a clear connection to how people power was
used to help reach a democratic government and society.
The dichotomy of the impacts of the Arab Spring is a result of how the respective
governments and other external forces responded to the people’s resistance and
protests for democracy and equality. In Tunisia and Kuwait, the people’s efforts had
achieved constitutional change and reform. The growing amounts of protests and
resistance in Tunisia had overwhelmed the government and the dictator Zin El Abidine
Ben Ali. As a result, Ben Ali was forced to resign and the people had created permanent
reform by changing the constitution by introducing term limits and enforcing secularism.
The people had banded together to create their representative group called ‘The
Quartet’ who had negotiated with the government to form a democratic and modern Arab
State.10 The people had essentially removed their main source of oppression and
corruption, that being President Ben Ali and his government.11 The people’s ongoing
protests in Kuwait had forced the government to satiate the citizen’s hunger and
demands for a more democratic government. The government had given each citizen
2000 dinar to distribute wealth more evenly and lessen the citizens’ economic hardship;
they had also implemented secret ballots and other laws that the citizens demanded.12
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This demonstrates how the people’s power had large and permanent regional impacts
on their government, society and culture.
Yet, the Arab Spring is largely known for its negative impacts on the Arab World and
even the world in some cases. A large portion of countries had experienced adverse
effects of the people’s resistance due to external forces such as terrorist organisations
taking over the people’s resistance13 or the government retaliating by silencing these
resistant and oppositional voices. Countries that fell into such a circumstance include
Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. Even though the people’s actions and resistance were
present in these countries they did not achieve constitutional change or reform to create
a more democratic country.14 This is because of Saudi Arabia’s use of their military to
silence these grassroots movements and other forms of grassroots resistance. Another
example is that the government in Bahrain could no longer tolerate the overwhelming
resistance towards them so they had requested Saudi Arabia for assistance. As a result,
the Saudi military had entered Bahrain’s borders and silenced protestors using their
guns, smoke grenades and weapons.15 This had resulted in a complete shutdown of
resistance in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain which in turn had created little to no impact on
the government.
Nothing in the Arab world happens in isolation. The impacts and effects of the Arab
Spring have had a substantial influence on foreign relations and the global scene.
Tunisia and Egypt have received millions in dollars of foreign aid and investment by the
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USA alone.1617 Yet, these newfound relations were only available to the countries which
had positive consequences because of the people’s resistance and grassroots
movements. This left much of the Arab World in a worsened state than before the Arab
Spring. Whilst Tunisia and other countries who have had constitutional change and
reform engage their newfound and beneficial relations with NATO and the USA; major
powers such as the USA puppeteer the rest.18 This was all a result of the people’s power
being utilised for their own bettering.
The Arab Spring essentially was an oppressed people’s choice to use their power to
overcome their oppressors and better their respective nations. The citizens of the
countries in the Arab World strived to reach their aspirations of democracy and equality.
Throughout the Arab Spring’s origin, revolutions and consequences on a regional and
global scale. We can see how the people’s collective voice and resistance had caused
all of this. The people resisted and protested corrupt regimes and governments because
they realised they were the power and in some cases, they had achieved constitutional
and governmental reform such as introducing term lengths, secularism and more
democratic initiatives. Despite the largely adverse effects of the Arab Spring, its impact
on the world and the cascade of events that followed demonstrated how powerful people
can be. Thus, exemplifying how the people of the Arab Spring used their power to
overcome their oppressors and used it to reach their aspirations of democracy and
equality.
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